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Instructional Unit 3 

Performance Objectives and Assessments 

 Overview 

When students complete this Instructional Unit they will develop a digital portfolio; a site to upload sample 

work, exchange and collaborate with other students and their instructors. Following digital safety guidelines, 

students will be able to showcase work to their family, friends and prospective teachers and employers.  This 

process will guide the students to reflect on their accomplishments and lead them towards their future.  

Outlined in Instructional Unit 2 were the first-level tasks, an in-depth task analysis, and the learning domain of 

the instructional goal. These elements need to be understood in order that the paradigm is completed in the 

correct sequence and the training can be effectively implemented. We can then move on to the Instructional 

Unit #3. Subsequent to the overview I will identify the major steps involved in carrying out the instructional goal. 

Next, I will document the performance objective for each major task identified in the goal analysis. Lastly, I will 

include a sample assessment (test or evaluation) for each performance objective. 

 

 Specific Goal  

Upon completion of this instructional unit, students will be able to: #1) create a digital portfolio, #2) upload 

their coursework to their portfolio, #3) add and edit components (pages, and collaborative documents or 

presentations) and features, #4) and how to allow access to a select audience; i.e. teachers, students they may 

collaborate with and their parents, while maintaining digital safety standards and guidelines. 
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 Performance Objectives and Assessments  

in “Introduction to the Digital Portfolio” 

CN = Condition B = Behavior CR = Criteria 

Instructional Goal 
Instructional Goal with 

Performance Context 
Assessment 

Students will experience 

how a digital portfolio is 

designed, created and 

edited by performing the 

basic steps after viewing a 

demonstration. 

Through the use of an instructional 

website and a hands-on simulation 

project (CN), students will experience 

how Google Sites works by creating a 

digital portfolio (B). The e-portfolio 

and an online assessment project will 

be used to determine the achievement 

of the goal (CR). 

Students will be given an online quiz to 

assess an understanding and knowledge 

of the major steps in the development 

of the portfolio and safety guidelines. 

Steps in Instructional 

Goal 
Performance Objectives Assessment 

I. Students will be shown 

the website; Google Sites, 

how to navigate templates, 

and add various features, 

such as slides, calendars 

and other placeholders.  

Using a computer, students will 

access the website (CN), follow the 

guided instruction and demonstration 

on navigating Google Sites (B), and 

design or choose a template with at 

least one add-on feature (CR). 

The student will have created the 

beginning framework for their digital 

portfolio; with at least one additional 

component. 

This will be visible and accessible on 

the web.  

 

II. Students will be shown 

an instructional 

demonstration on how to 

create additional pages. 

Students will be shown 

how to upload files and 

coursework. Students will 

be shown how to links to 

calendars, wikis, or other 

collaborative web sites. 

Utilizing their computer (CN), 

students will access the instructional 

demonstration and follow the guide 

on how to add, link and edit (B) 

additional pages, and other web sites. 

Students will upload at least one 

document, slide or other file (CR). 

The student will have at least one 

original file uploaded and added to their 

portfolio. 

This will be apparent and accessible to 

the instructor: 
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III. Students will be shown 

how to edit, add or remove 

elements from their 

page(s). 

 

Utilizing their computer (CN), 

students will access the instructional 

demonstration and follow the guide 

on how to add, link and edit (B) 

various elements and links to other 

web sites. Students will upload at 

least one presentation file 

(PowerPoint) (CR). 

The student will have at least one video 

or presentation file uploaded added or 

linked to their portfolio. 

This is verifiable online. i.e.: 

 

 

IV. Students will review 

the districts digital safety 

procedures and guidelines. 

Students will be shown 

how to allow access to 

students for collaboration; 

teachers for coursework 

submission and grading and 

others. Students will be 

shown how to change or 

limit access. 

Utilizing the school districts digital 

safety procedures (CN), students will 

review these guidelines. Students will 

allow others access to their portfolio 

(B) and then deny or limit access to 

their portfolio successfully (CR). 

The student will be quizzed on digital 

safety. 

There are numerous resources 

depending on the ages of the students; 

such as: 

http://www.safekids.com/quiz/q1.htm  

and for older students: 

http://www.athinline.org/take-

control#defend-your-digital-domain 

Requirements can be found here: 

https://ts.bisd.us/Main%20Site/PDF/au

penglish.pdf 

 

 

Summary 

Successful completion of this Instructional Unit will allow students to begin the process of documenting their 

coursework, creations, projects and artwork through the years. This course guides the student in the process 

of developing a safe and reliable site so that his or her teachers can grade, evaluate and share coursework. 

Exemplary instructors will provide time and opportunities for the student to experience successful self-

reflection, and learning as a result of appropriate action. The thoughtful instructor will provide guidance, 

examples, direction and appropriate monitoring to improve the self-efficacy of the student. This electronic 

portfolio will allow for self-evaluation and corrections, reflection and progress through the years.   

http://www.safekids.com/quiz/q1.htm
http://www.athinline.org/take-control#defend-your-digital-domain
http://www.athinline.org/take-control#defend-your-digital-domain
https://ts.bisd.us/Main%20Site/PDF/aupenglish.pdf
https://ts.bisd.us/Main%20Site/PDF/aupenglish.pdf
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